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is-a [VID], 700 Name Size Type Info [VID] Parent
Directory parent [VID] Index of /video.png, Id,
Name, Description, Size, Sorted, Modify
Timestamp.index of avi, 'P90X', 'DVD 2000'.mp4,
19.html, 2, 4000. A: Some magic with awk should
do the trick : awk '{ print $9 }' outfile A: Use grep:
grep -P -o -n '([^.]*).' infile > outfile This finds any
line that contains a. in it, then it captures the
filename part of the line. For the rest of the line, it
just prints the content. A: Using awk As explained
in the comments under the original question, your
file can be processed efficiently using awk. For
example $ echo 'A.txt . B.txt C.txt' | awk -F.
'$1~/\.txt$/ {print $1}' A.txt The -F. says that
whenever the awk program sees a period, it should
remove the period from it. (Normally periods mark
the end of a field (from the specific chars) in awk.
This -F. tells awk to ignore anything that is a
period.) The $1~/\.txt$/ matches anything that is
in the first field (the whole line) that is followed by
a period and then a string that ends with.txt. The
regex part is a bit tricker. ^ means "not", so what
this is saying is that the first field does not start
with anything that is a period and then a string
that ends with.txt. That's actually more
complicated, but this prints the whole thing. There



is a more efficient way to do this which is awk
'{print FILENAME}' but I will stick with the
example for simplicity. The same thing can be
accomplished in another way: awk '{print $1}'
infile > outfile Q: Calling a functor when nothing is
bound to a variable in Java? I had a method in C
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